OLIBOARDBOX
SHELF-BOX FOR NOTEBOOK
Oliboard box is a wall-mountable unit for use with
a multimedia interactive whiteboard, providing a
practical shelf for a notebook and a compartment
to store the notebook safely when not in use.
The internal compartment can also be used to store
other system accessories (e.g., video-projector remote
control, IWB electronic pens, graphics tablet).
Oliboard box is ideal for schools because it enables
staff to keep all the equipment needed for the
whiteboard close to hand and ready for use, and
avoids unsightly and hazardous cables on the floor.

FOR NOTEBOOKS UP TO 15.6" WIDE AND
POWER SUPPLY
OPENING/CLOSING MECHANISM PRACTICAL
AND ERGONOMIC FOR IMMEDIATE OPERATION
LOCK AND KEY
CAN BE USED WITH ORDINARY PADLOCKS
AND WITH KENSINGTON® KEYED LOCKS
USE WITH ANY IWB

SOLUTION BENEFITS
EASY TO USE
The shelf opens and closes with a simple movement,
and can be locked.

ERGONOMIC
The shelf can be used with any type of notebook, for a maximum
display width of 15.6".
The limited depth ensures unimpeded use of the IWB.

PROTECTION
Oliboard box is equipped with a lock and key and can be used with
two padlocks available from any retailer.
It can also be fitted with the cable of a Kensington® keyed lock
for a notebook on the shelf.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Shelf safety
To avoid the possibility of the notebook falling off the shelf,
the open-close mechanism prevents unintentional closing.
Rounded corners prevent injury and damage if the shelf is bumped.

Security cupboard function
The internal compartment can hold a notebook or netbook of various
sizes (up to a max 15.6” width screen) together with power supply;
it can also be used to store IWB and video-projector accessories.

Electrical safety
Installation next to the whiteboard prevents the connection cables
from impeding use of the whiteboard and avoids the need for
wireless connectivity between the whiteboard, the video-projector
and the computer.

Net-top integration
As an alternative to the notebook, Oliboard box can be used
to install a net-top computer, equipped with a stand for mounting
on 4 VESA 100x100 mm holes.

Sturdy attachment to the Oliboard IWB
When installed with Oliboard 78S/78D whiteboards and
the Oliboard Wall100 integration kit, a special mount is available
to attach the box firmly to the wall and also to the IWB
and the integration kit.

Dimensions (WxDxH)
Closed shelf: 430x88x352 mm. (usable internal area: 426x55x300 mm.)
Open shelf: 430x370x352 mm. (shelf 430x370 mm.)
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